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Davie steps out of his house one morning, expecting the day to
pass like any other. But when the town discovers the body of local
boy Jimmy Killen, everything gets turned upside down. The Killen
family has fought with the Craig family for as long as anyone
can remember, so naturally everybody suspects Zorro Craig to
be the murderer. Davie spends the day wandering the town and
hills hoping to find Zorro. While doing so he encounters several
townspeople and learns important lessons from each of them. At
the end of the day, Davie ponders the changes he has undergone
and realizes he is not the same person who set out that morning.
The Color of the Sun is a charming read that highlights the good
in the world and the magic of the everyday. None of the people
Davie encounters are particularly extraordinary, but each teaches
him something important that affects his view of life. Written
in thoughtful prose, the experiences Davie undergoes are twodimensional and encourage introspection. Davie’s ethereal
daydreams are also multifaceted, showing his childlike nature
while exhibiting the themes of the book. These themes include
growth, change, and acceptance. This is a highly recommended
read for those looking to learn simple and profound lessons about
the world around them.
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